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22 Aug 2016 & 7 Jan 2021
Link:#AddABead

PearlsInALine Earrings (#9-2021)

#pearlsinalinejohnbead #pearlsinalinentaj

[Floating anything is the bee’s knees, right? Magicians have levitated bodies for ages, and we currently float shelves, counters, and even infinity 
pools all to have a little more mystery and intrigue! We love a good head-turner, don’t we? And what better way to feature attention grabbing 
baubles than with these pretty PearlsInALine earrings? Hiding the connection points—with a simple wallet stitch [from the leathercraft world] 
in a pastel-y Irish waxed linen [for a glimpse of “oh my goodness!”]—gives these lovelies a little more notice and a lot more caché!]

Materials Tools

-Aluminum Wire, 18 gauge
 -Lilac [SKU 74720002-12]
 -Fuchsia [SKU 74720001-13]
 -Purple [SKU 74720002-11]
-Earth’s Jewels Freshwater Pearls
 -1 card: Fancy shape 4.5mm, [SKU 276 02240-01]
 -1 card: Fancy shape 9mm, [SKU 276 02240-03]
-Irish Waxed Linen [or similar], 1 ply. [or 4-ply, split into 1-ply]

-John Bead Pro Line Pliers/Cutter Set [SKU 74527341]
 -Round nose [SKU 74527301]
 -Chain nose [SKU 74527300]
 -Side-cutter [SKU 74527320]
-Nylon Jaw Pliers [SKU 74527322]
-Metal Complex Hammer, nylon [SKU 74529456]
-Metal Complex Bench-block, 4” [SKU 74529401]
-PearlsInALine Earring pattern [Hand Tool version @ Bead Projects & 
PDF’s from John Bead Facebook group] or [Jig version @ 
www.BrendaSchweder.Etsy.com]
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Directions

Create the PearlsInALine Earring Elements
     1.  Cut two 8” lengths of 18g. wire in the color of your choice.
     2.  Referencing the PearlsInALine pattern, form the wire to match either setup using a round nose pliers to form the loops, and a chain nose pliers to 
          form the jaunty angle lead.
     3.  Trim at the cut marks.
     4.  Repeat to form two earring elements.
     5.  Hammer the loops to flatten and harden them with a nylon hammer and bench-block.
     6.  Deburr the ends with a wire rounder or needle file.

Form the JumpRings
     1.  Cut two 18” lengths of waxed linen. [Note: For 4-ply linen, cut one and untwist to use two of the four 1-ply strands.] 
     2.  Tie a double knot at the outside of the top loop at the center of one length. This will anchor your thread and give you two ends to work with.
     3.  Load each tail with a 4mm pearl and pull-up the slack, positioning the pearls to either side of the loop. [Note: Twist the linen ends and/or add 
          Renaissance wax (or similar) to ‘sharpen’ the linen ends if needed.]
     4.  Pass each end through the middle of the first loop, bypassing each other.
     5.  Tighten and ‘seat’ the pearls in the loop.
     6.  Tie a double knot on the opposite side of same loop to anchor it.
     7.   Pass both tails through a single 9mm pearl, placing this pearl between the loops.
     8.  Pull-up the slack and tie a double knot anchoring the pearl through the last loop.
     9.  Repeat steps 3-8 2-½ times, filling the loops and spaces with pearls, tying the linen off beneath the final loop.
     10. Repeat steps 2-9 to make the second earring.
     11.  Dot the bottom knots with beader’s glue and trim after the glue is dry.
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